
Flight analysis was performed by
separating aircraft using their
unique ICAO24 tags. Once this was
done, the dropout length was
calculated and a plot of the signal
delay was generated. This was
done for every aircraft in the
dataset and then used to calculate
the mean, mode, standard
deviation, and z-score for each
dropout. Each flight had its own
statistics calculated for analysis on
an individual basis, but these
statistics were also calculated using
all of the flights. This produced a
"holistic" analysis of the dropouts.

Statistical mean was used as a threshold to classify data, but can
easily be skewed by long dropouts. Several other statistical
methods were also used as classification metrics to prevent
misclassification. These methods include:

Z-score
Simple moving average
Standard deviation
Mode deviation, a novel method

Mode deviation is a measure of a point's 
deviation from the dataset's mode.
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Missing or invalid Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and Automatic
Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) data can be a safety
and security risk for Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) navigation
and Detect and Avoid (DAA) operations [1]. Erroneous, spoofed,
jammed, or drop outs of GPS data can result in UAS position,
navigation, and timing (PNT) to be incorrect [2]. ADSB-In
erroneous, spoofed, jammed, or drop outs can cause UAS to be
unable to detect and avoid other aircraft or cause avoidance of
aircraft that do not exist.
When these signals are delayed, interrupted, or modified the effects
can range from minimal to severe. The detection, classification, and
mitigation of data dropouts evaluates the integrity of the next-gen
aircraft systems.

Data Acquisition
Data was obtained from the OpenSky Network, which provides live
and historical ADS-B and Mode S sensor data for the aircraft they
track, and the data from January 17, 2022 was used in this
analysis. There are 7,304 unique aircraft in this dataset.

Dropouts are incidents where ADS-B failed to update within a
specified rate [3]. Not all dropouts are severe, and some may be
signal noise or a late update. Calculations were done by taking the
difference between the time the previous message was received
and the time the current message was received. 

time since last contact [1] - time since last contact [0] = dropout length
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The FAA aircraft registration database was used to classify aircraft by
category description, which enabled dropout analysis by group.This
information was added to the analysis flight data and then used to show
z-score distribution. The aircraft group "Light < 15500 lbs)" comprises
1.68% of flights and 8.889% of data dropouts are severe.

Aircraft Counts by Category Description

Category Description Count

No ADS-B Emitter Category
Information 67

Large (75000 to 300000 lbs) 35

Small (15500 to 75000 lbs) 17

Heavy (> 300000 lbs) 11

Light (< 15500 lbs) 10

High Vortex Large (aircraft such as B-
757) 4

Point Obstacle (includes tethered
balloons) 1
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Statistics were calculated for each
data point and scored based on the
previously mentioned threshold
metrics. Labels were then applied to
the score for training. A threshold of
score of 4 was common and was used
to label dropouts. Once labelling was
complete, three machine learning
methods were applied to predict the
labels from features "lat", "lon",
"velocity", "geoaltitude", and "dropout
length". Labelled datasets were
divided into three batches. Batch 1
was the training set, Batches 2 and 3
were testing sets. The models tested
include Random Forest Classifier, K-
Nearest Neighbor, and Support Vector
Machine. Of these, the Random
Forest Classifier performed the best
over all on both batches of test data.

The Random Forest Classifier
achieved an accuracy of 96.2% on
Batch 2 and 87.7% on Batch 3,
outperforming the KNN and SVM in
terms of performance and accuracy
for classification.
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where:
TP = true positives TN = true negatives
FP = false positives FN = false negatives

Maching learning
performance metrics
include:

Precision
Recall
F-1 Score
Support
Accuracy

Support is the
measure of the
number of
occurrences of the
class in the dataset. 


